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NEW YORK; May 31, 2022 – Accenture (NYSE: ACN) is recognized as a leader in The Forrester Wave™: SAP®
Implementation Services Partners, Q2, 2022. The report states that, “Accenture maintains leadership with a visionary
strategy for SAP customers.”
The Forrester Wave report identified, researched and evaluated the 15 most significant SAP partners offering
implementation services based on three categories: Current Offering, Strategy and Market Presence. Accenture was
top-ranked in the report’s ‘Current Offering’ category, which includes criteria relevant to any transformative
implementation program, including business consulting, implementation services, and accelerators and prebuilt IP.
Within its evaluation, the report reads, “Accenture has unmatched depth and scale in SAP and also benefits from the
firm’s broader ability to offer end-to-end services. [Accenture is] in an elite set of SAP partners in terms of scale of
resources and experience delivering large projects across the SAP portfolio — most notably SAP S/4HANA®.
Accenture’s vision centers on maintaining leadership by taking a One Accenture approach to bring together functional
and industry expertise into all client work.”

Recently, Accenture and SAP announced a joint offering for large enterprises that combines the RISE with SAP
solution and SOAR with Accenture services offering. This encompasses SAP® technology, as well as Accenture’s
comprehensive suite of transformation services, including managed cloud services and intelligent tools, delivered
through a cohesive as-a-service model. The Forrester Wave report notes: “Accenture’s innovation roadmap investment
is virtually unmatched, building on assets like its SOAR with Accenture complement to SAP’s RISE and Business
Technology Platform (SAP BTP) developments.”
“Our alliance partnership with SAP continues to focus on helping our clients transform, gain business value, and stay
ahead of our clients’ future needs. We believe this Forrester report recognizes our vision and our ability to deliver on
it,” said Caspar Borggreve, global lead, Accenture SAP Business Group. “With joint collaborations like RISE with
SAP and SOAR with Accenture for large enterprises, we are working with clients to accelerate their transformation
roadmaps, deliver new innovations, and embed sustainable practices throughout the journey.”
Finally, the report states, “Reference customers selected Accenture based on its experience delivering complex

programs and said its focus on outcomes and delivery methods were key strengths. Accenture is a clear choice for
enterprises tackling the largest SAP transformations — both in complexity and lofty transformation goals.”
The Forrester Wave™: SAP® Implementation Services Partners, Q2 2022 report is available here.
About Accenture
Accenture is a global professional services company with leading capabilities in digital, cloud and security. Combining
unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40 industries, we offer Strategy and Consulting,
Technology and Operations services and Accenture Song—all powered by the world’s largest network of Advanced
Technology and Intelligent Operations centers. Our 699,000 people deliver on the promise of technology and human
ingenuity every day, serving clients in more than 120 countries. We embrace the power of change to create value and
shared success for our clients, people, shareholders, partners and communities. Visit us at accenture.com.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or
registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and other countries. Please see https://www.sap.com/copyright for
additional trademark information and notices.
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